Projects & Technologies

Case Study
Apro-Tech belongs to an industrial group focusing on areas of engineering, services
and equipment for the life science industry, with an international presence. We offer
a global service of Consultancy, Engineering Design, Project Management &
Supervision and Project Execution & Validation.
Apro-Tech is a specialist in critical areas for the Pharmaceutical and Biotech
industry. We propose to our Clients the best solutions in Turnkey Projects, Critical
Installation, Auxiliary Industrial Facilities, Equipment and BMS Automation.

The costumer
EL KENDI is an Algerian pharmaceutical company with foreign direct investment, ambitious and expanding
drug production that has granted in Algeria one of the largest industrial investments in the pharmaceutical
field.
EL KENDI is in the process of consolidating its position in the areas of the central nervous system,
cardiology, uro-gynecology, oncology and autoimmune diseases.
All the usual forms are manufactured namely dry forms (tablets, capsules, sachets), liquids, creams and
gels.

details about the project
General Information
- Utilities area split in different floors: 650 sqm.
- Oral Solid Dose production: 1860 sqm.
- Liquid and semisolid non-sterile production: 1740 sqm.
- Sampling and weighing area: 410 sqm.

- QC lab: 705 sqm.
- Offices: 715 sqm.
- Warehouse: 3350 sqm.
- Cafeteria: 350 sqm.
- Rest of surface as Common areas.

hvac details
- Total Cooling Capacity: 4450 kW
- Total Heating Capacity: 2160 kW
- Nº chillers: 3x1150 kW
- Heat exchanger: 1x1650 kW
- N. AHU: 35

clean room detail
- CLR ceiling panel installation: 3600 sqm
- CLR wall panel installation: 8927 sqm
- PVC Flooring: 1430 sqm
- Epoxy resin flooring: 2080 sqm

process requirement
- Total Cooling Capacity:
1275 kW
- Total Heating Capacity: 420 kW

purified water detail
- Total pure water generation: 1500 l/h
- Total tank capacity:
10000 l.

The project
In 2016, El Kendi awarded a
Turnkey project to the A APROTECH company for the twin
plant located at the industrial
zone of Side Abdellah
(Rahmania). The complete
execution of EL Kendi project, 7
floors building with a total
construction surface of approx.
10.400 sqm plus technical
areas, has been carried out in a
strict compliance with initial
timing and cost. The scope of
the project has involved
construction with the following
installation:
Civil Work
Electrical Systems
BMS Systems
Mechanical black utilities
Clean room
HVAC
Process equipment
Logistics
Commissioning & Qualification

into

APRO-TECH TRANSFORMS A

VISION REALITY
For the implementation of the project
APRO-TECH provided a multidisciplinary
team of specialists (pharmaceutical
consultant, HVAC specialist engineers,
industrial services, clean room architecture,
clean utilities, process, electricity and
control...)

APRO-TECH your partner in Life Science
Engineering; CleanRoom, Process, HVAC,
Validation, Project Management...

CHALLENGE
APRO-TECH has faced several challenges by meeting the details
engineering to the site construction, in where a reengineering had to be
applied to fit the partition and utilities distribution to the real site
construction, the peculiarity of this reengineering was the implementation
of change controls at the same time of the execution, the challenge was
the coordination between all disciplines going on site (partition, utilities,
MEP) together with the logistics of incoming materials from outside
Algeria having a main goal which is to meet deadlines.
APRO-TECH has always provided a high flexibility on customer
demand, for example delays of process machine arrival did not stopped
the execution, providing the customer with Good solutions as removing
panels and reprograming the partition execution.

APRO-TECH had big challenge by executing a project in Algeria
is the shortage of resources referring to the material, therefore
all incoming material has to be well coordinate in order not to
stop the work, this fact pushes Apro-Tech to have a close
relationship with the local contractor in terms of logistics
planification and material purchased.
APRO-TECH has always shared its experience by managing not
only the execution of the Project but also different disciplines as the
logistics, purchasing and finance.
Important to note that ELKENDI has been congratulated by the
Algerian Ministry of Health for the high standards and qualities of
the production areas delivered by APRO-TECH.
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